
MALE SIAMESE

ORLANDO, FL, 32806

 

Phone: None 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT CAT
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

Dr. Catson is a Paw it forward kitten and had a positive FIV 

test.\n\nPAW IT FORWARD adoptions, are kittens or cats 

that are in high demand. For example, Siamese mix, 

Calico, or long hair would be considered more desirable. 

The additional fees are used to provide critically ill, 

abandon kittens with lifesaving treatment.\n\nA Positive 

FIV test doesnt mean he has FIV. When youre exposed to a 

virus, your body mounts an immune response and creates 

antibodies. \n\nSimilarly, when cats are exposed to FIV (or 

an FIV vaccine), they will create antibodies to fight it. 

When an FIV antibody test shows a positive result, it only 

means that there are antibodies present. It does not mean 

that the disease itself is present. \n\nRetest the Kitten at 6 

Months of Age\nOnce a kitten has reached 6 months, 

maternal antibodies will generally have dissipated, and 

you will be able to obtain a more accurate test result. In 

most cases, the kitten will retest negative, and be FIV-free! 

\n\nKittens with a positive FIV test can still be adopted into 

homes with other FIV-negative cats or adopted out with a 

littermate regardless of the littermates status.\n\nFIV-

infected cats are able to live happily with the virus for a 

long period of time, and indeed the virus will not 

necessarily ever cause clinical disease. FIV does not 

spread from casual, non-aggressive contact, such as 

sharing water bowls or mutual grooming. As a result, cats 

in households with stable social structures where 

housemates do not fight are at little risk of acquiring FIV 

infections.\nPlease note: We only accept adoption 

applications through our website or in person (Facebook 

and Petfinder inquiries are not considered applications).
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